
6x4 HORIZONTAL SHED
TRASH BIN (2x96g) STORAGE SHED

BW0604HSH-GY/GRY

WIDTH DEPTH HEIGHT CU. FT.

EXTERIOR 67.72” 42.13” 51.97” – 48.75”

INTERIOR 66.14” 37.80” 48.82” – 45.67” 68.18
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SECTIONS ASSEMBLY

LOOK FOR OUR LATEST 
ASSEMBLY GUIDE UPDATES…

www.BuildWellSheds.com/updates

…AS WELL AS SHED VIDEOS
AND ASSEMBLY CLIPS

http://www.buildwellsheds.com/updates


IMPORTANT!
PLEASE READ BEFORE CONTINUING. 
Dear Valued Customer, 

By now you have already read the START HERE document and will have a good understanding of any prerequisites, 
safety information, and how to proceed in building your new shed.

In this document you will be assembling the major SECTION pieces.  Each Section is color coded and is given an 
estimated time for completing it.  Once you have finished with each Section just set it aside and move onto the next.  
After all the major Sections are assembled, you will move onto the FINAL ASSEMBLY document where you will put the 
whole thing together, accessories, and finally anchor your shed as required by local building codes.

ALWAYS THINK SAFETY FIRST
For your own safety, please read and become familiar with these instructions.  Read through the entire guide before assembling the shed.

This shed is made from steel parts, some of which are sharp.  We recommend the use of safety gloves, safety glasses and sturdy footwear.  
Caution should be taken at all times. 

OVERVIEW
THIS SHED

The picture below shows a basic overview of the individual SECTIONS that make up your 
Build-Well shed.  Notice that each Section is color coded for easier and faster assembly, 
using a logical process of building each individual Section and putting them together in the 
Final Assembly steps.
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SECTIONS ASSEMBLY
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SECTIONS ASSEMBLY



EXPECTATIONS:  The assembly of 
this REAR WALL section should take 
about 20 minutes for an experienced 
DIY’er, to no more than 45 minutes 
for a Novice or Beginner.

20-45

REQUIRED
TOOLS & SAFETY GEAR

This Section assembly requires the following tools:

CAUTION: Proper safety gear always recommended.  
This shed is made from cut metal parts and may be 
sharp.  Handle with care. 
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REAR WALL

The major parts for the REAR WALL are highlighted with BLUE lettering.

OVERVIEW
THIS SECTION This page is a schematic overview and reference of the parts and pieces needed in 

this section.  We will also recommend how the pieces should be laid out in your 
workspace for easy assembly.

Turn the page for Step-by-Step detailed instructions.
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REAR WALL

STEPS
REAR WALL PANELS

Begin with selecting the appropriate parts that are highlighted in BLUE lettering.  Follow 
the STEPS below to complete the Rear Wall Section.

This completes the assembly of the Rear Wall.  Carefully move to one side and out of your work area.
Rear Wall assembled will bow and flex.  This is normal until side supports are added.

STEP 1: Lay out the Click-Channel parts  BF1 & BF2 end-to-end, with the straight cut ends together.  Clip on part  
J1 into the prepared cut holes in BF1 & BF2 with a gentle tap of a rubber mallet, or the heel-of-your-hand.

STEP 2: Repeat this process with Click-Channel parts BF3 & BF4.

STEP 3: Lay out the panel sheets labeled BP1 (x3) & BP2 (x2) on the workspace, shed-color side facing up.  
Overlap the panels BP2- BP1- BP1- BP1- BP2 by one raised-rib each to form a combine panel sheet.

Using a rubber mallet, or the heel-of-your-hand, clip on the combined BF1/J1/BF2 part.  Notice the multiple 
holes.  These face on the outside.  These are holes for rear hinges to be attached later.  

Now clip on the combined BF3/J1/BF4 part to the lower portion of the combine panel sheets.
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SECTIONS ASSEMBLY



EXPECTATIONS:  The assembly of 
this SIDE WALLS section should take 
about 45 minutes for an experienced 
DIY’er, to no more than 90 minutes 
for a Novice or Beginner.

45-90

REQUIRED
TOOLS & SAFETY GEAR

This Section assembly requires the following tools:

CAUTION: Proper safety gear always recommended.  
This shed is made from cut metal parts and may be 
sharp.  Handle with care. 

LEFT & RIGHT WALLS
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SIDE WALLS

The major parts for LEFT SIDE WALL are highlighted with GREEN lettering.
The major parts for RIGHT SIDE WALL are highlighted with BLACK lettering.

OVERVIEW
THIS SECTION This page is a schematic overview and reference of the parts and pieces needed in 

this section.  We will also recommend how the pieces should be laid out in your 
workspace for easy assembly.

Turn the page for Step-by-Step detailed instructions.
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LEFT WALL

STEPS
LEFT WALL

Begin with selecting the appropriate parts that are highlighted in GREEN lettering  Follow the 
STEPS below to complete the LEFT Wall Section.

STEP 1: Lay out LEFT wall angle-cut panel sheets LP1-LP2-LP3 and overlap by one raised-rib.  Notice LP1 is taller 
than LP2 and LP3.  The high-side of LP1 will eventually be joined with the REAR wall to form a left rear 
corner of the shed.  Side walls are angle-cut and are higher at the rear, shorter at the front of the shed.

STEP 2: Next, clip on Click-Channel LF2 at bottom of the overlapped panel sheets (non-angled end).

STEP 3: Position LF1 on the top edge, ensuring the cut ends (notched ends) of LF1 are on the inside of the shed 
(non-shed color).  The six holes on LF1 face the inside, these are for the gas strut (attached later).

STEP 4: Next, position part  GS2 at the center two of the six inside holes of LF1 (this is the gas struts’ normal 
raised position) and secure with S3 screws.
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NOTE: The cut corners of LF1 go to the 
inside of the shed (non-shed color side) so 
later the front wall slots into the cut portion.

Cut Corner

This completes the LEFT WALL. Set it aside out of the way.



RIGHT WALL

STEPS
RIGHT WALL

Begin with selecting the appropriate parts that are highlighted in BLACK lettering  Follow the 
STEPS below to complete the RIGHT Wall Section.
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STEP 1: Lay out RIGHT wall angle-cut panel sheets RP1-RP2-RP3 and overlap by one raised-rib.  Notice RP1 is 
taller than RP2 and RP3.  High-side of RP1 will eventually be joined with the REAR wall to form a right rear 
corner of the shed.  Side walls are angle-cut and are higher at the rear, shorter at the front of the shed.

STEP 2: Next, clip on Click-Channel RF2 at bottom of the overlapped panel sheets (non-angled end).

STEP 3: Position RF1 on the top edge, ensuring the cut ends (notched ends) of RF1 are on the inside of the shed 
(non-shed color).  The six holes on RF1 face the inside, these are for the gas strut (attached later).

STEP 4: Next, position part  GS2 at the center two of the six inside holes of RF1 (this is the gas struts’ normal 
raised position) and secure with S3 screws.

NOTE: The cut corners of RF1 go to the 
inside of the shed (non-shed color side) so 
later the front wall slots into the cut portion.

Cut Corner

This completes the RIGHT WALL. Set it aside out of the way.



EXPECTATIONS:  The assembly of 
this ROOF DOOR section should take 
about 30 minutes for an experienced 
DIY’er, to no more than 60 minutes 
for a Novice or Beginner.

60-90

REQUIRED
TOOLS & SAFETY GEAR

This Section assembly requires the following tools:

CAUTION: Proper safety gear always recommended.  
This shed is made from cut metal parts and may be 
sharp.  Handle with care. 
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ROOF DOOR – TOP SIDE

The major parts for ROOF DOOR – TOP SIDE are highlighted with ORANGE lettering.

OVERVIEW
THIS SECTION This page is a schematic overview and reference of the parts and pieces needed in 

this section.  We will also recommend how the pieces should be laid out in your 
workspace for easy assembly.
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Turn the page for Step-by-Step detailed instructions.



ROOF DOOR – TOP SIDE

STEP 1: Lay out Click-Channel parts TF1 (x2) end-to-end.  With a gentle tap of a rubber mallet or the heel of your 
hand, click-on part J1 into the cut holes in the TF1 parts to form one long Click-Channel..

STEP 2: Next, lay out the Click-Channel parts TF2-TF3 end-to-end.  With a 
gentle tap of a rubber mallet or the heel of your hand, click-on a 
JA1 into the cut holes in TD2/TD3 to form one long Click-Channel.  
Secure JA1 to TD2/TD3 with S7 (x2) rivets.

STEP 3: Lay out panel sheets TP1-TP3-TP2-TP3-TP1 side-by-side (shed 
color-side up) as shown in Fig. 1.  NOTE: Overlap the panels by 
ONLY one raised-rib.

STEP 4: Next, clip on the combined TF1 channel to the panels, then clip on 
the combined channel TD3/TD4.

STEPS
ROOF DOOR – TOP

Begin with selecting the appropriate parts that are highlighted in ORANGE lettering.  Follow 
the STEPS below to complete the ROOF DOOR – TOP SIDE Section.

STEP 5: Select channel TF4 (left-side) and with the two pre-drilled holes facing upwards, place on the left-side of 
the roof sheets - abutting channels TF1 and TF2.

STEP 6: Now, select corner channels C12 (x2) and clip onto the corners over the pre-slotted holes in the channels.  
Drill through roof panel using the pre-drilled holes and add rivets S7 (x2).

STEP 7: Select channel TF5 (right-side) and with the two pre-drilled holes facing upwards, place on the right-side 
of the roof sheets - abutting channels TF1 and TF3.  

STEP 8: Now, select corner channels C12 (x2) and clip onto the corners over the pre-slotted holes in the channels. 
Drill through roof panel using the pre-drilled holes and add rivets S7 (x2).

Now Carefully Turn the Roof Door Over and Proceed with the ROOF DOOR – UNDERSIDE assembly.
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If the panel sheets seem a bit short for the channels, with a person at 
each end of the roof, hold a channel in one hand and with the other 
hand gently pull on the roof sheets, they will give slightly at the overlap 
and expand to proper size.

(FIG. 2)

TIP: Gently pull panel 
sheet towards TC6 
or TC5 to correctly 
drill into panel 
when called out.

(FIG. 1)



ROOF DOOR – UNDERSIDE

The major parts for ROOF DOOR - UNDERSIDE are highlighted with ORANGE lettering.

OVERVIEW
THIS SECTION This page is a schematic overview and reference of the parts and pieces needed in 

this section.  We will also recommend how the pieces should be laid out in your 
workspace for easy assembly.

Turn the page for Step-by-Step detailed instructions.
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ROOF DOOR – UNDERSIDE

STEPS
ROOF – UNDERSIDE

STEP 2: Select parts TF7 (x2) and add the safety covers 
L1 over each end.

STEP 3: Position 1 x TF7 parallel to the front channel 
using those eight (8) pre-drilled holes as a guide.  
Secure TF7 temporarily with S3 screws at the 
outer holes.  Then, flip the Roof Door over.

Secure the two inner holes of TF7 with S3 
screws, S5 washers.  Then, remove temporary 
screws from underneath and secure those two 
outer holes of TF7 with S3 screws, S5 washers.

STEP 4: Next, repeat this process for the other TF7. 

When complete and both TF7 are installed, add 
the L3 plastic protector nut to all the S3 screws 
from underneath..

STEP 1: Position and add Handle (H4) onto the TC2/TC3 side 
of the roof door.  Secure with S2 (x2) screws.

Begin with selecting the appropriate parts that are highlighted in ORANGE lettering.  Follow 
the STEPS below to complete the ROOF DOOR – UNDERSIDE Section.
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Begin these next steps with the underside (non-shed color) of the Roof Door facing up. 

TF7

TF7



ROOF DOOR – UNDERSIDE

STEPS
ROOF – UNDERSIDE

STEP 5: Attach ST2 (x1) onto the left-side channel (TF5) using the center 
pre-drilled holes (normal height position for gas struts) and secure 
with only two S7 (x2) rivets.

Then, attached GS1 (nipple facing outwards) to the ST2.

Next, drill the two remaining ST2 holes through the Roof Door 
panel.  Then, from the exterior side, finish securing the ST2 to the 
roof sheet with two more S7 (x2) rivets.

The clean finish of the S7 rivet should be on the outside (exterior) 
of the Roof Door panel.

STEP 6: Continue with the same process on the right-side.

Attach the other ST2 (x1) onto the right-side channel (TF4) 
using the center pre-drilled holes (normal height position for 
gas struts) and secure with only two S7 (x2) rivets.

Then, attached GS1 (nipple facing outwards) to the ST2.

Next, drill the two remaining ST2 holes through the Roof 
Door panel.  Then, from the exterior side, finish securing the 
ST2 to the roof sheet with two more S7 (x2) rivets.

The clean finish of the S7 rivet should be on the outside 
(exterior) of the Roof Door panel.

Begin with selecting the appropriate parts that are highlighted in ORANGE lettering.  Follow 
the STEPS below to complete the ROOF DOOR – UNDERSIDE Section.
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Begin these next steps with the underside (non-shed color) of the Roof Door facing up. 

NOTE: The position of GS1 & ST2 
will allow the increase or 
decrease opening height of 
the Roof Door to suit 
specific installation needs. 
Position ”A” is 
recommended for normal 
use.  If using a BBQ 
cooking station, use 
position B (highest).  
Position C is lowest height.



ROOF DOOR – BRACING

The major parts for ROOF DOOR - BRACING are highlighted with ORANGE lettering.

OVERVIEW
THIS SECTION This page is a schematic overview and reference of the parts and pieces needed in 

this section.  We will also recommend how the pieces should be laid out in your 
workspace for easy assembly.

Turn the page for Step-by-Step detailed instructions.
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ROOF DOOR – BRACING

STEPS
ROOF – BRACING

STEP 1: Select parts TF6 (x2) and add the safety covers L1 over each end.

Begin with selecting the appropriate parts that are highlighted in ORANGE lettering.  Follow 
the STEPS below to complete the ROOF DOOR – BRACING Section.

STEP 2: Position brace-channel  TF6 (x1) as shown below in Fig. 1.

Please pay close attention to the position and measurements.  These must be in the correct 
position to allow the Roof Door to close correctly.

When in position – using the pre-drilled holes in TF6 as a guide – drill one (1) hole and secure with 
a S3 screw.  This is a temporary screw to hold TF6 in place.

Next, drill the remaining holes along the entire length of TF6.

Repeat for the second TF6 brace-channel.

FIG. 1

If not already completed, carefully Turn the Roof Door Over (Underside facing up).
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ROOF DOOR – BRACING

STEPS
ROOF – BRACING

STEP 1: Continue to secure both TF6 brace-channels from the top-side using S3 screws, S5 washer as shown 
below in Fig. 2.

Begin with selecting the appropriate parts that are highlighted in ORANGE lettering.  Follow 
the STEPS below to complete the ROOF DOOR – BRACING Section.

STEP 2: If not already completed, while the Roof Door is in the Top-Side position, secure both left and right GS2
with S7 rivet.

STEP 3: Now, turn-over Roof Door (so Underside is facing upwards).  Remove the “temporary S3 screws” from 
Underside.  Again, turn-over Roof Door … and secure last holes with S3 screw, S5 washer.

STEP 4: Finally, apply all the L3 safety nuts to each of the S2 screws on the Underside of the Roof Door.

If not already completed, carefully Turn the Roof Door Over (Exterior facing up).

This completes the assembly of the Roof Door.
Carefully move to one side and out of your work area.
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SECTIONS ASSEMBLY



EXPECTATIONS:  The assembly of 
this FRONT WALL section should 
take about 30 minutes for an 
experienced DIY’er, to no more than 
60 minutes for a Novice or Beginner.

30-60

REQUIRED
TOOLS & SAFETY GEAR

This Section assembly requires the following tools:

CAUTION: Proper safety gear always recommended.  
This shed is made from cut metal parts and may be 
sharp.  Handle with care. 
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FRONT WALL

The major parts for the FRONT WALL are highlighted with RED lettering.

OVERVIEW
THIS SECTION This page is a schematic overview and reference of the parts and pieces needed in 

this section.  We will also recommend how the pieces should be laid out in your 
workspace for easy assembly.

Turn the page for Step-by-Step detailed instructions.
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FRONT WALL

STEPS
FRONT WALL

Begin with selecting the appropriate parts that are highlighted in RED lettering.  Follow the 
STEPS below to complete the FRONT WALL Section.

Do not attempt to assemble the Front Wall free- standing.  Use a flat workspace.
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STEP 1: Join channel parts FF3 & FF4 using Click-Channel Joiner J1.

STEP 2: Select narrow panel sheet FP1 (x1) and short Click-Channel FF1 (x1).  With the “flattened” edge of FP1
facing to the right, clip the FF1 onto the top of FP1.  This will be the left section of the Front Wall.

STEP 3: Next, select the other narrow panel sheet FP1 (x1) and short Click-Channel FF2 (x1).

With the “flattened” edge of FP1 facing to the left, clip the FF2 onto the top of FP1.  This will be the right 
section of the Front Wall.

STEP 4: Position combined channel FF3/FF4 into the base of each FP1 and click into place.  

NOTE: The “flattened” edge goes to the back and will act as the door stop.  Reference picture for correct 
orientation.



FRONT WALL

STEPS
FRONT WALL

Begin with selecting the appropriate parts that are highlighted in RED lettering.  Follow the 
STEPS below to complete the FRONT WALL Section.

Do not attempt to assemble the Front Wall free- standing.  Use a flat workspace.
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STEP 5: Next, start with the left-side and position heavy bar FS1 (x1) inside FT1 as shown.  Then slide both parts 
onto JA1 with the flange edge of JA1 to the rear of FT1. 

LEFT SIDE RIGHT SIDE

STEP 6: Move onto the right-side of the front wall and position heavy bar FS1 (x1) inside FT1 as shown.  Then slide 
both parts onto JA1 with the flange edge of JA1 to the rear of FT1. 



FRONT WALL

STEPS
FRONT WALL

Begin with selecting the appropriate parts that are highlighted in RED lettering.  Follow the 
STEPS below to complete the FRONT WALL Section.

Do not attempt to assemble the Front Wall free- standing.  Use a workbench.

STEP 7: Drill holes as shown.  Rivet the top 
two (2) rivets into place. 

NOTE: Leave bottom rivet for door 
adjustment later in the Final 
Assembly document, if needed.
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This completes the assembly of the Front Wall.  CAREFULLY move to one side and out of your work area



FRONT WALL

ADJUSTMENT
A WORD ABOUT This page is a notice about Final Door Adjustment.  Final adjustments will take 

place in the Final Assembly and Anchoring document later in the process, but 
this important information is communicated here prior.

If the doors do not close correctly and/or they are not parallel to the 
ground, then some adjustment may be necessary.

First, ensure the shed is on a flat, smooth foundation and that it is 
completely level.  Use spirit level to confirm.  

This will fix MOST ISSUES as this shed is an “engineered building 
structure” and is designed to stand erect upon a flat, level surface.

Once the shed being level is confirmed, if the doors still do not close 
correctly, then some additional adjustment may be needed.

This can be achieved by adjusting parts FS1 and FT1.  But this will be 
addressed later in the process in the document titled “Final Assembly 
and Anchoring”.

FINAL DOOR ADJUSTMENT
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EXPECTATIONS:  The assembly of 
this LEFT DOOR section should take 
about 30 minutes for an experienced 
DIY’er, to no more than 60 minutes 
for a Novice or Beginner.

30-60

REQUIRED
TOOLS & SAFETY GEAR

This Section assembly requires the following tools:

CAUTION: Proper safety gear always recommended.  
This shed is made from cut metal parts and may be 
sharp.  Handle with care. 

LEFT DOOR
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LEFT DOOR

The major parts for the LEFT DOOR are highlighted with RED lettering.

OVERVIEW
THIS SECTION This page is a schematic overview and reference of the parts and pieces needed in 

this section.  We will also recommend how the pieces should be laid out in your 
workspace for easy assembly.

Turn the page for Step-by-Step detailed instructions.
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LEFT DOOR

STEPS
LEFT DOOR

Begin with selecting the appropriate parts that are highlighted in RED lettering.  Follow the 
STEPS below to complete the LEFT DOOR Section.

STEP 1: Select panel sheets FDP2 & FDP1 as shown below, exterior-side up (shed color).  
Overlap panels by one raised-rib.

STEP 2: Position and clip Click-Channel parts FDF1 (x2) onto the top and bottom of 
overlapped FDP2/FDP1 panels.

STEP 3: Position FDF2 on the left side of FDP2, with the pre-drilled holes facing up.  Then 
clip FDF2 and both FDF1 channels (top and bottom) together using Click-Channel 
corner joiners C12 (x2).

Carefully turn over DOOR so the rear-side (inside of door) is now facing upwards.
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STEP 4: Using the pre-drilled holes in FDF2 drill into the Left Door panel sheet and secure with S3 (x3) screws.

STEP 5: Next, on the right-hand side of panel the FDP1, position first the FDF3 channel and then JA2 channel.  The 
JA2 pice should be the outer most piece, as it is the door jamb.  The pre-drilled holes should be facing up.

Then clip the FDF3/JA2 to both FDF1 channels (top and bottom) using Click-Channel corner joiner C12
(x2).  NOTE: That part JA2 has the door jamb edging.

STEP 6: Using the pre-drilled holes in JA2 drill into the panel sheet and secure with S3 (x3) screws.

door jamb 
edging



LEFT DOOR

STEPS
BRACING

Begin with selecting the appropriate parts that are highlighted in RED lettering.  Follow the 
STEPS below to complete the LEFT DOOR bracing.

STEP 1: Select  FDF4 (x2) door braces and add the safety 
covers L1A over each end.

STEP 2: Position parts FDF4 as shown  below.  Then using the pre-drilled holes at the 
far ends of FDF4 as a guide, drill and then temporarily secure those far end 
holes with S3 screws.

STEP 3: Continue and drill the other guide holes through each 
FDF4 and through the door panel.

Next, carefully turn the door over (front-side, or shed-
color side facing upwards).

Secure each FDF4 to the door panel from the front-side 
using S3 screws (x4), S5 washers (x4).  Then, remove 
the temporary screws (from underneath) and re-apply 
S3 (x4) and S5 (x4) from the front-side as well.

Lastly, from underneath (inside) attach the L3 safety 
nuts (x8) to all the exposed screw ends.
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TIP: Notice position 
of hinge holes in 
relation to position 
of Bracing FDC4

Begin this section with the rear-side (interior) of Left Door facing upwards.



LEFT DOOR

STEPS
HINGES

Begin with selecting the appropriate parts that are highlighted in RED lettering.  Follow the 
STEPS below to complete the LEFT DOOR Hinges.

STEP 1: Select hinges SH1 (x2) and position at the pre-drilled holes in FDF2.  Rivet into place 
with S7.  The hinge swivel should be positioned towards the outside of the door, 
which is the door front side (shed-color).
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This completes the assembly of the LEFT DOOR.  Carefully move to one side and out of your work area



THIS PAGE IS INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK
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SECTIONS ASSEMBLY



EXPECTATIONS:  The assembly of 
this RIGHT DOOR section should take 
about 30 minutes for an experienced 
DIY’er, to no more than 60 minutes 
for a Novice or Beginner.

30-60

REQUIRED
TOOLS & SAFETY GEAR

This Section assembly requires the following tools:

CAUTION: Proper safety gear always recommended.  
This shed is made from cut metal parts and may be 
sharp.  Handle with care. 

RIGHT DOOR
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RIGHT DOOR

The major parts for the RIGHT DOOR are highlighted with RED lettering.

OVERVIEW
THIS SECTION This page is a schematic overview and reference of the parts and pieces needed in 

this section.  We will also recommend how the pieces should be laid out in your 
workspace for easy assembly.

Turn the page for Step-by-Step detailed instructions.
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RIGHT DOOR

STEPS
RIGHT DOOR

Begin with selecting the appropriate parts that are highlighted in RED lettering.  Follow the 
STEPS below to complete the RIGHT DOOR Section.
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Carefully turn over DOOR so the rear-side (inside of door) is now facing upwards.

STEP 1: Select panel sheets FDP1 & FDP2 as shown below, exterior-side up (shed-color).  
Overlap panels by one raised-rib.

STEP 2: Position and clip Click-Channel parts FDF1 (x2) onto the top and bottom of 
overlapped FDP1/FDP2 panels.

STEP 3: Position FDF3 on the left side of FDP1, with the pre-drilled holes facing up.  Then 
clip FDF3 and both FDF1 channels (top and bottom) together using Click-Channel 
corner joiners C12 (x2).

STEP 4: Using the pre-drilled holes in FDF3 drill into the Left Door panel sheet and secure with S3 (x3) screws.

STEP 5: Next, on the right-hand side of panel the FDP2, position channel FDF2.  The pre-drilled holes should be 
facing up.

Then clip the FDF2 to both FDF1 channels (top and bottom) using Click-Channel corner joiner C12 (x2).

STEP 6: Using the pre-drilled holes in JA2 drill into the panel sheet and secure with S3 (x3) screws.
.



RIGHT DOOR

STEPS
BRACING

Begin with selecting the appropriate parts that are highlighted in RED lettering.  Follow the 
STEPS below to complete the RIGHT DOOR Section.
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STEP 1: Select  FDF4 (x2) door braces and add the safety 
covers L1A over each end.

STEP 2: Position parts FDF4 as shown  below.  Then using the pre-drilled holes at the 
far ends of FDF4 as a guide, drill and then temporarily secure those far end 
holes with S3 screws.

STEP 3: Continue and drill the other guide holes through each 
FDF4 and through the door panel.

Next, carefully turn the door over (front-side, or shed-color 
side facing upwards).

Secure each FDF4 to the door panel from the front-side 
using S3 screws (x4), S5 washers (x4).  Then, remove the 
temporary screws (from underneath) and re-apply S3 (x4) 
and S5 (x4) from the front-side as well.

Lastly, from underneath (inside) attach the L3 safety nuts 
(x8) to all the exposed screw ends.

TIP: Notice 
position of 
hinge holes in 
relation to 
position of 
Bracing FDC4

Begin this section with the rear-side (interior) of Left Door facing upwards.



RIGHT DOOR

STEPS
HINGES

Begin with selecting the appropriate parts that are highlighted in RED lettering.  Follow the 
STEPS below to complete the RIGHT DOOR Section.

STEP 1: Select hinges SH1 (x2) and position at the pre-drilled holes in FDF2.  Rivet into place 
with S7.  The hinge swivel should be positioned towards the outside of the door, 
which is the door front side (shed-color).

This completes the assembly of the RIGHT DOOR.  Carefully move to one side and out of your work area
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SECTIONS ASSEMBLY



SECTIONS ASSEMBLY

THIS COMPLETES THE 
SECTIONS ASSEMBLY DOCUMENT.

NOW MOVE ON TO
BOOKLET NUMBER 3

TITLED

FINAL ASSEMBLY
and Anchoring
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PARTS LIST #1
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PARTS LIST #2


